
What happens when a creative couple decides to 
uproot from the bustle of Joburg to the tranquillity 
of Wilderness? Their natural surroundings inspire 
them to create a home that lies gently on the land
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THIS PAGE The panoramic views 
of Island Lake influenced the 

architecture of the house 
OPPOSITE Glass balustrades and 
extensive use of natural materials 

such as stone highlight the 
outstanding beauty surrounding  

the house on all sides



Fourteen years ago, architect Eddie da Silva and his wife Clare left 
the bright lights of Joburg for the star lights of the Garden Route. ‘We 
knew we wanted to have kids and settle down,’ Eddie explains, ‘and so 
we thought – let’s just go.’ And so they went: to an empty plot on the 
outskirts of Wilderness, a seaside town 20 minutes from George. There 
Eddie designed their home and built it from scratch, contracting out 
where necessary and overseeing the whole process. ‘It creates an amazing 
sense of ownership, building your home on an empty plot,’ he says. 
Known mainly for its long white beaches and profusion of holidaymakers 
in summer, Wilderness did pose a few challenges in terms of the lifestyle 
shift. ‘It took some getting used to,’ says Eddie. ‘It’s just so much quieter 
than the city. That said, George has grown a lot in the last 14 years. And 
the lifestyle aspect can’t be beaten – both of my kids, Sebastian and Ella, 
are into surfing so this is the ideal spot for them. I kite surf, and I can just 
walk across the road and head out.’

It isn’t only the location that Eddie and his family love, but their 
surroundings too. ‘We’re on the outskirts of Wilderness, overlooking 
Island Lake, with panoramic views of the whole lake in front of us,’ he 
explains. A stand of eight giant milkwood trees welcomes you on arrival, 
and the protected indigenous species speak to the aesthetic of the 
house – and Eddie’s architecture. ‘My favourite aspect of this house is 
the way it relates to the earth, to the stand,’ he says, ‘the way it’s nestled 
in the trees.’ That sense of being one with nature influenced the way 
he designed the house as well. ‘The way I like to work is to use a lot of 
natural materials like wood and stone cladding, and raw oak – wood that 
doesn’t look like it’s been treated.’ Because of the outstanding natural 
beauty surrounding the house, Eddie chose to use a plenty of glass in the 
house too – including frameless glass balustrades to highlight the view. 

Although the house was built in 1999, it’s been evolving since then. 
‘We’ve gone through two renovations,’ Eddie explains. ‘One about two 
years ago, when we added on two bedrooms and redid all the cosmetic 
details: the bathrooms, kitchen and floorings. We basically gutted what 
was there.’ The resulting four-bedroom, two-bathroom home has a 
wonderful indoor-outdoor flow, with mountain and lake views invited in at 
every turn. ‘My favourite part of the house is the living space,’ says Eddie. 
‘We have one massive space upstairs, which is our living room, kitchen, 
lounge and dining room. It all opens up to that view.’ A close second is 
the studio (home office) on the other side of a bridge in the garden – 
quite possibly the loveliest commute to work anyone could wish for.

‘I sometimes work from the studio, but I mainly work from the store,’ 
explains Eddie. The store in question is Bespoke, a one-year-old design 
haven in George stocking locally crafted pieces with a modern touch. It 
was inspired by the need for one-of-a-kind interior details to furnish the 
homes of Eddie’s overseas clients. ‘We offer a full-service treatment: from 
build to interior design. But it was frustrating trying to find different stuff 
in George – everyone was carrying the same thing.’ So he did what any 
architect with design flair would do: designed and commissioned the 
bespoke pieces himself, and opened a shop. At the same time, Bespoke  
supports local craftsmen and communities, and showcases local Garden 
Route designers – something Eddie feels very strongly about. Qualified 
interior designer Susan Smit handles the day-to-day running of the store 
and, together with his wife, Clare, Eddie sources the inspiring stock.

As for how Bespoke has influenced his personal style – that’s a 
constantly evolving process. ‘Our style has changed a lot with time,’ he 
says. ‘I don’t know if you can give it a name, really – it’s quite eclectic, a 
bit of a mix. I could live in a glass box but my wife likes things a bit more 
homely.’ And that’s exactly what’s been created here: a beautiful home in 
one of the most spectacular natural environments in South Africa.
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The open-plan living space 
encapsulates the living room, 

kitchen and dining room – 
a warm, inviting space where 

the family unwinds and relaxes, 
and soaks up that view

‘The way I like to work is to use a lot of natural materials
 like wood and stone cladding, and raw oak – wood that

doesn’t look like it’s been treated’
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OPPOSITE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP 
Clare and Eddie da Silva’s signature 
decor style, which they now market 
through Bespoke, their beautiful 
new store in George; outdoor 
spaces are integral to summer 
living; seamless flow in the living 
area allows the dramatic views to 
be enjoyed to the full; one of the 
family’s many quirky design touches; 
the home studio, reached by a 
bridge through the garden; one of 
Eddie’s favourite pastimes is kite-
surfing, right across the road
THIS PAGE FROM TOP The 
children’s rooms reflect their 
personal taste; The breathtaking 
natural beauty of Wilderness is the 
perfect place for kids to grow up; 
Eddie, Clare, Ella and Sebastian 

LIVING IN WILDERNESS
Situated on the Touw River Lagoon 
among Afromontane forest, Wilderness 
can feel just that – a wilderness. ‘I love 
the quietness of it,’ says Eddie. ‘Every 
weekend feels like you’re on holiday – I 
tell my friends it’s like a minibreak every 
weekend! That’s a big advantage of living 
here.’ Only 20 minutes’ drive from George, 
Wilderness combines the tranquillity of 
nature with the convenience of being 
close to a town – and an airport. ‘There’s 
a different feel here,’ Eddie explains, ‘it’s 
quite laid-back and relaxed, we obviously 
don’t have any traffic jams. But there are 
also good doctors and hospitals and all that 
– it’s the right balance.’ 
To view this home online, visit  
jawitz.co.za, web reference 68232.  
Priced at R6,5 million.
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Far from the ‘glass box’ that Eddie 
says he could live in, the bedroom 
offers a cosy place to rest at the 
end of the day. Wood cladding and 
floating bookshelves add to the 
peaceful personality of the space


